Senior Manager Logistics Business Transformation &
Sustaining (f/m/div)*
Job description
Would you like to participate in global projects to streamline and standardize logistics
processes and be responsible to drive sustaining operation excellence? Are you a strong
communicator who is able to play different roles and adapt very well to all
counterparts? We have the right challenge for you at Infineon in Munich! Apply now to
join our Global Logistics team as a Senior Logistics Manager and work in an exciting,
multinational environment.
In this role, you will ensure all operations sustaining activities within our new SAP
landscape while being part of a long-term global IT and business project. Key part will
be to take care of process stability & -performance and to optimize and fine tune
operations processes after go live and stabilization. Linking the sites with the new setup
and the SAP-project, you will align meaningful optimization measures with project
activities and template processes while being the key communicator towards the
logistics community managing the changes. Here you will experience creative flexibility
and the exciting collaboration in global teams.
Your tasks:
Ensure smooth and state of the art worldwide logistics operations sustaining
closely connected to the worldwide oneSAP project.
Member of the extended team of the “Warehouse & Shipping” track within the
global project to introduce SAP S/4 Hana as Business Representative for
worldwide logistics operations.
Support of the analysis of current procedures considering end to end process
optimizations, identifying improvement potentials and risks throughout the
operation.
Sustain oneSAP Operations and running the solution for Logistics for relevant
sites after project go live, hypercare and stabilization with a close follow-up on
open topics (bug fixes, incident- / pareto analysis, problem identification,
retrofits).
Act as first point of contact for oneSAP-sites and manage Change Requests (CRs)
including validation and prioritization in close alignment with stakeholders.
Ensure process stability and performance by monitoring of the logistics process
execution and pro-active interaction with sites operating in the new setup.
Drive incident- & performance reviews on target achievement by analysis of
global warehouse- and shipping-KPIs together with SOPS (SAP Operation and
Project Services) and derive corrective actions.
Optimize and fine tune operations processes, foster know-how sharing and
participate in projects affecting oneSAP warehouse/shipping processes.
Take responsibility for global oneSAP-settings & control tables including
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Take responsibility for global oneSAP-settings & control tables including
coordination of downtimes with oneSAP-sites.
Link oneSAP-sites to the oneSAP-project by alignment of sustaining activities
with project activities and template processes in order to further design
standardized and optimized processes for logistics.
Drive Change Management globally for the functions in the respective line
organizations together with the project Change Management Team.
Sounds like you? Then join our global SAP business transformation project.
#oneSAPDreamJob

Profile
With your expertise and skills, you take care of sustaining the operations in a new
setup, recognize and seize potential for improving efficiency and ensure that decisions
are taken professionally. Simultaneously, you remain aware of the big picture and
manage priorities even in complex situations and take decisions despite uncertain
circumstances. You demonstrate strong communication skills and know how establish
lasting relationships and networks. As a true team player, you are aware of cultural
differences, cooperate across boundaries and appreciate the contributions of other
people.
You are best equipped for this task if you have:
University degree in Business Administration, Economic Engineering, Business
Informatics or adequate with a focus on logistics or supply chain with minimum
of 4 years.
At least 6 years of professional experience within an international company with
global material flows, in logistics operations and projects (also as project lead),
including relevant IT systems ( esp. SAP).
Excellent analytical skills to anticipate or identify critical areas within complex
networks, to derive standardized and optimized processes covering local needs
and to structure and define improvement measures.
Very good communication skills.
Deep understanding of Supply Chain interdependencies considering global/local
needs and requirements (for specification of business requirements to get
transformed into IT solutions).
Good understanding of financial flows , customs and export control regulations,
legal and tax requirements regarding international logistics processes.
Very good understanding of relevant IT systems , with a deep knowledge of SAP
ECC6 (MM, WM and SD) as well as S/4HANA (EWM, TM of advantage)
German and English fluent.
Readiness for regular business travels to e.g. Asia.

